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The Lower Fraser Valley airshed 

Air pollutants can travel between Metro 
Vancouver and surrounding areas. Managing 
air quality successfully requires effective 
collaboration with our neighbours and other 
levels of government, and participation 
from businesses, public institutions, non-
government organizations and residents. 
Articles in this publication reflect this 
cooperation.
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Clean Air, Cool Climate

Metro Vancouver’s clean air doesn’t happen on its own. Actions resulting from policies are responsible for 
protecting our air quality. The actions underway by government organizations, businesses and residents stem  
in part from the direction described in the 2011 Integrated Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Management Plan. 
It is now time to take a new look at goals, targets and actions for the next 5 to 10 years.

The development of a new management plan will be structured around a series of key questions: what is 
happening, where do we want to go, what could we do and what should we do. A comprehensive approach 
that considers existing challenges, emerging threats and the social context for the region will be built on the 
answers to these key questions.

Important features:

• Evaluation of emissions reduction actions based 
on expected environmental, health and climate 
impacts, equity, impact on visibility, corporate 
leadership and other criteria. Highly ranked actions 
will be prioritized for earlier implementation.

• An equity assessment to help Metro Vancouver 
consider our public engagement and 
management plan development processes 
through an equity, fairness and affordability lens.

• Increased consideration of the potential air 
quality impacts of a changing climate.

• Broader consideration of climate change 
mitigation and adaptation through Climate 
2050, a regional climate strategic framework 
that sets a 30-year vision for Metro Vancouver’s 
climate policies and actions.

The new management plan will build on Metro Vancouver’s existing air quality management activities, and 
outline strategies and actions that will continue to protect public health and the environment, improve visual 
air quality and reduce our contribution to global climate change. Metro Vancouver will be consulting with 
stakeholders and the public on the new management plan in 2019, with adoption to be considered by the 
Metro Vancouver Board in 2020. 
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Climate change can affect Human Health and 
Well-Being: compromised food security, chronic 
stress, displacement due to flood or fire risk, loss 
of livelihood and adverse mental health effects are 
all associated with climate change. This Roadmap 
will identify how we can protect human health and 
well-being in the face of climate change. A stressful 
situation that might occur more often in the future is 
a wildfire smoke event. To find out more about Metro 
Vancouver’s actions on wildfire threats, see page 7.

Transportation is the region’s largest source of 
greenhouse gas emissions, approximately 45%.  This 
Roadmap will help us design our communities so it 
is easier to walk, bike and take transit and encourage 
the adoption of clean technologies such as electric 
vehicles and low carbon fuels like renewable natural 
gas.  To learn about how Metro Vancouver is helping 
people switch to electric vehicles, see page 6.

Industry generates greenhouse gas emissions from 
burning natural gas, propane and fuel oil to produce 
heat for industrial processes, using diesel fuel in non-
road engines and other smaller sources. Industrial 
chemical processes such as cement production also 
produce a significant amount of greenhouse gas 
emissions. Reducing emissions from the various 
industrial sectors will require approaches that are 
appropriate to those sectors, such as encouraging or 
requiring a switch to low carbon fuels like renewable 
natural gas.

To find out more about Metro Vancouver’s support for 
reducing emissions from industry, see page 5.

The impacts of climate change can sound alarming, 
but with these changes comes an exciting low carbon 
and resilient future ahead of us all.

Our climate is changing. Local governments are at the 
forefront of taking action to reduce carbon emissions 
and adapt to the impacts of climate change while 
maintaining the quality of life we enjoy in the region. 
So what does all this mean for you? 

First, let’s take a quick trip down memory lane.

You remember your first car, the roar of the V8 engine 
and the smell of the exhaust? Grandma’s drafty house, 
Uncle Joe always helping her with the winter heating 
bills? Spring skiing, and salmon runs that made it 
seem that you could walk across the Fraser River?  
Climate change means that many of these things are 
already changing but with planned action, together we 
can reduce the negative impacts of climate change.   

Climate 2050, Metro Vancouver’s regional climate 
action strategy, will help us all step with confidence 
into these changing conditions. Let’s take a glimpse 
at your new life with climate action by looking at a 
selection of the Climate 2050 Roadmaps!

Agriculture will both benefit from and be challenged 
by climate change. A resilient, low carbon agriculture 
sector is an increasingly important part of our region’s 
food supply as climate change makes food production 
even more difficult in other parts of the world. Rising 
temperatures and changing precipitation patterns will 
shift the growing season and the types of viable crops.  

Metro Vancouver plays an important role in protecting 
the region’s agricultural land and strengthening local 
food systems. The Agriculture Roadmap will ensure 
our food supply is protected.

Your Life With Climate Action

Check out the Climate 2050 website at www.metrovancouver.org/climate2050 to learn more about these 

and the other Climate 2050 Roadmaps that describe how we will achieve a low carbon, resilient region.
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A Clean Future for BC
In December 2018, the provincial government released its renewed 
climate strategy, CleanBC. The strategy will be developed and 
implemented in phases with its initial release focused on clean 
and renewable energy actions in the industrial, building and 
transportation sectors.  

What do the actions in CleanBC mean in practice?

Together, the initial set of actions under CleanBC puts the province on track to meet its short-term and long-
term greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction goals. As Metro Vancouver develops its own climate strategy, Climate 
2050, we will continue to stay engaged with the provincial government to support and accelerate actions that 
impact our region. Through the implementation of these complementary strategies, we can look forward to 
cleaner industry, buildings, vehicles and a cleaner Metro Vancouver region.
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Province of BC commitment to GHG 
reductions compared to 2007 levels
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Mimicking Nature to Reduce Waste
Metro Vancouver is constantly seeking new ways to 
reduce the waste and greenhouse gases generated 
in our region. That’s why we are piloting Canada’s first 
National Industrial Symbiosis Program (NISP) with 
the Light House Sustainable Building Centre.

NISP is about finding new uses for waste by-
products, which create valuable resources and 
provide environmental and financial benefits. 

The idea is based on the mutually beneficial 
associations found in the natural world, such as 
the relationship between the clownfish and the 
sea anemone. The anemone’s stinging tentacles 
(to which clownfish are immune) protect the 
clownfish from predators. In return, the clownfish 
help protect their host from anemone-eating 
fish and provide the anemone with nutrient-rich 
excrement in a win-win outcome for both species.

The unique NISP model for industrial symbiosis fosters 
the creation of partnerships that mimic the successes 
we see in nature. Workshops focus on identifying 
resource matches, and ongoing support from 
professionals helps turn the matches into projects 
that reduce waste and greenhouse gas emissions. In 
addition to the environmental benefits, NISP projects 
can help businesses build their networks, achieve cost 
savings and generate sales from new markets.

Two local businesses have solved a waste and 
resource challenge through the Metro Vancouver NISP 
pilot by transforming landfill-bound wood waste into 
fuel for a district energy system. The Great Northern 
Way Scene Shop generates an abundance of wood 
scraps from scene construction and historically has 
had to pay to dispose of this waste. By partnering with 
the British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT), 
they’ve discovered a better use for their waste – fuel 
for a wood boiler in BCIT’s district energy system that 
provides space heating in campus buildings. From an 
environmental and economic standpoint, this is a win-
win solution for both businesses that prevents waste 
from going to landfill and offsets fuel purchases for 
heating. See more about this project at  
www.metrovancouver.org/media-room/video-gallery/
mv-video/277699619

Information about NISP in Canada is available at 
nispcanada.ca 
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Helping You Electrify Your Ride
In 2018, electric vehicles (EVs) reached a milestone of 
10,000 vehicles on the road in British Columbia, a  
10-fold increase since 2011. In April 2019, the 
provincial government introduced a Zero Emission 
Vehicle standard that will see an estimated 120,000 
EVs on BC roads by 2025 and 350,000 by 2030. 

The biggest barriers to owning an EV are awareness 
and access to charging at home or at work.  

Metro Vancouver operates three programs, Emotive, 
EVCondo.ca and EVWorkplace.ca, that engage 
directly with residents of the region to help overcome 
these issues. 

We spoke to members of the public to hear  
about the problems they face and how our electric 
vehicle programs are helping them find solutions  
to EV adoption.

Plug In to Our Electric Vehicle Resources

Emotive promotes electric vehicles by using demonstration vehicles to 
encourage interaction at public events. A popular part of the Emotive 
program is test drives, which are offered throughout the year.

EV CONDO

EV WORKPLACE

“We had many questions about EVs, and really by chance, the annual festival on Main Street was just around the 
corner with all the answers. This is where we met the staff from Emotive. They had us hooked with a non-biased 
discussion about this new world of electric cars, the options and the misconceptions.” 

– Ryan Good, EV owner

EVCondo.ca is an online resource designed to assist EV owners, strata 
councils and property managers install electric vehicle charging stations 
in multi-unit residential buildings.

“Thank you for the EVCondo presentation at our council meeting last evening. You provided the right 
information at exactly the right time as we try to decide what to do about the installation of EV chargers.”

– Gordon McLennan, Strata Council Member

EVWorkplace.ca is a complementary program targeted at Lower 
Mainland workplaces to assist with the setup of electric vehicle charging 
stations. Staff regularly attend information sessions, meetings and give 
presentations to provide insights into all aspects of our programs.

“While we initially installed charging infrastructure as a way to tangibly support staff behaviour change, what 
workplace charging has really done is create a community of engaged individuals who understand themselves 
as active stakeholders.” 

– Erin LaRocque, Vancouver City Credit Union

https://www.emotivebc.ca/
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/air-quality/climate-action/transportation-programs/ev-strata-condo/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/air-quality/climate-action/transportation-programs/ev-workplace/Pages/index.aspx
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Reducing the Risks of Wildfire Smoke in 
Metro Vancouver
In the past, smoke from wildfires has infrequently 
impacted our region. However, in recent years those 
impacts have occurred more often, for longer periods 
and with higher levels of smoke negatively affecting 
our air quality. In three of the last four years, wildfire 
smoke has triggered lengthy air quality advisories, 
with an unprecedented 22 advisory days during the 
summer of 2018.  

The wildfire smoke we experience in Metro Vancouver 
is primarily from fires far outside of our region, 
but wildfires can also occur closer to home. Metro 
Vancouver’s Water Services and Regional Parks staff 
actively work to prevent wildfires in our region. 

• Metro Vancouver has developed a Wildfire Risk 
Management System for our water supply areas. Fuel 
management activities are carried out in the water 
supply areas close to residential areas to reduce the 
risk of fire spreading from or to residences. 

• Metro Vancouver staff have the necessary 
equipment and training for wildland firefighting and 
maintain a resource sharing agreement with the BC 
Wildfire Service.

• During ‘High’ and ‘Extreme’ fire danger periods staff 
restrict their own activities within water supply areas 
and regional parks. They also communicate fire risk 
to park visitors and implement restrictions on public 
activities such as campfires and barbeque use.

• Regional Parks has a ‘Burn it Smart’ program for 
outdoor campfires when they are not restricted by 
‘High’ and ‘Extreme’ fire danger ratings.

Metro Vancouver works with health experts to advise 
individuals about reducing activity and limiting 
exposure to smoky air, particularly young children, 
the elderly and anyone with heart or lung conditions. 
Metro Vancouver also aims to minimize the impacts 
of climate change. Research published in December 
2018 drew attention to the linkage between human-
induced climate change and high wildfire risk because 
of extreme warm temperatures in 2017. The Climate 
2050 strategy outlines how we can reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions and improve our resilience to the future 
effects of climate change on wildfire activity.
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How do we use an emissions forecast? 

The emissions forecast:

• informs the development of new regional climate 
action and air quality management plans; and

• assesses policy and regulatory scenarios for the 
region by evaluating the impacts of managing 
emissions from specific sources.

For a more detailed look at the Emissions 
Inventory results, search ‘Emissions Inventory’ on 
metrovancouver.org.

What Could You Be Breathing in 2035?
Every five years, Metro Vancouver estimates and forecasts emissions of smog-forming pollutants (SFP) and 
greenhouse gases (GHG) for the Lower Fraser Valley airshed. These forecasts provide insights into key sources 
of air emissions and whether those emissions are going up or down, and help us evaluate actions to improve 
the region’s air quality and tackle climate change.

See Caring for the Air 2018 for a summary of our region’s emissions in 2015.

How it’s done

A forecast represents ‘business as usual’ 
projections, which account for current regulations 
and policies, but not those that may be in 
development. Emissions forecasts are based on 
projected changes in activity, such as growth in 
vehicle travel, and changes in emission rates or 
controls, which can be influenced by technological 
advances, regulations, fuel formulations or other 
factors.

Let’s take a closer look at how this all came 
together with the last emissions forecast.

Emissions Overview

Modest decreases in overall greenhouse gas emissions 

Regional GHG emissions are projected to decrease by about one percent from 2015 to 2035, to approximately 14.9 million tonnes. 

Modest decreases in overall smog-forming emissions

 SFP are the combination of various air contaminants that play a role in smog formation.  

Regional smog-forming emissions are projected to decrease by approximately 10% from 2015 to 2035. 

Key Sources of Emissions

EMISSION SOURCE

HOW MUCH WAS  

EMITTED IN 2015?

4.7million tonnes GHG 

16,000 tonnes SFP
2,300 tonnes SFP 2 million tonnes GHG 

2.5 million tonnes GHG 

9,500 tonnes SFP

WHAT’S THE FORECAST FOR 2035?

GHG: 35% 11% 13% 

SFP: 70% 3%  14% 

WHY?

•  Vehicle emission 

standards

•  Fuel efficiency 

standards

• Lower-carbon fuels

•  Standards for new 

appliances

•  Switching to gas

•  Wood Stove 

Exchange Program

•  More buildings

•  Increased natural gas 

demand

•  Economic growth 

•  Increased throughput 

and production

CHALLENGES HOW WE CAN REDUCE EMISSIONS

• More vehicles

•  More km travelled

•  Slow replacement 

of old appliances

•  Improved energy 

efficiency

•  Carbon pricing

•  Improved emission 

controls

•  More stringent permit 

requirements
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Metro Vancouver manages and regulates air quality 
under authority from the province. Bylaws control 
the release of air contaminants (substances capable 
of causing environmental harm) from industry and 
other activities. These bylaws include environmental 
protection conditions that the Metro Vancouver Board 
considers to be in the public interest.  

The Board has appointed a District Director who 
may issue permits to businesses following a public 
notification process.  This allows people who may be 
affected to voice their concerns. A permit authorizes 
discharge of air contaminants to the environment 
and may be subject to conditions considered 
advisable for the protection of the environment. 
This does not mean zero discharge; it means 
balancing the potential risk of harm from an activity 
against the potential benefits, such as jobs, products 
or services, of that activity.  

Human activities, whether driving cars, cooking, 
heating homes and buildings, or having industry and 
jobs – all the necessities of modern society – result 
in the discharge of air contaminants.  It is not in 
the public interest to ban discharges altogether – 
that would mean that virtually no activity would be 
allowed. Instead, the goal is to limit exposure to  
the maximum extent reasonably possible, based  
on sound facts.

While Metro Vancouver has the power to authorize 
certain discharges to the environment, we do not have 
the authority to regulate indoor air quality, noise and 
nuisance releases.  However, Metro Vancouver’s ability 
to manage its own air quality has resulted in some of 
the best air quality in the world.

For more information about the permit application 
public notification process, see Caring for the Air 2018.

Regulating Air Quality in Metro Vancouver

The District Director is a staff person appointed by the Metro Vancouver Board who issues permits.

The discharge of air contaminants means the release of substances into the air.

Advisable for the protection of the environment means the requirements in a permit that the District 
Director believes, based on his education, knowledge and experience, will minimize harm.

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/air-quality/AirQualityPublications/CaringfortheAir2018.pdf
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Open-air burning of woody and vegetative materials 
creates smoke. Smoke can negatively affect air quality 
and health, even at low concentrations. It can cause 
short-term health effects such as coughing, runny 
nose and asthma symptoms.  It can also lead to 
chronic heart and lung diseases like bronchitis and 
emphysema.

Metro Vancouver, along with municipal fire 
departments and agricultural advisory committees, 
provides information about the impacts of smoke 
from open burning. Options are available to dispose 
of woody debris and vegetation to minimize smoke 
produced or eliminate the need to burn. Biomass 
materials can be recycled or reused to help build 
healthy soil, conserve water, suppress dust and reduce 
weed growth. For example, nursery crop foliage, 
culled plants and culled fruit can be composted to 
produce a nutrient-rich soil amendment. Chipped 
branches can be used for soil conditioning, erosion 
control and landscaping.

Using equipment such as chippers, brush fans and  
air curtain burners helps promote clean burning and 
reduce smoke emissions. For information about the 
different types of equipment that can be used to  
reduce air emissions from burning or avoid burning 
vegetation completely, search ‘open burning equipment 
rental’ on metrovancouver.org. 

If you plan to open burn woody 

debris and vegetation, you must 

obtain a permit or approval from 

Metro Vancouver before you burn. 

Open burning is prohibited without 

authorization.

Solutions To Smoke

What’s in smoke?
• Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) can travel 

deep into the lungs, causing irritation and 
disease. PM2.5 can also penetrate into 
buildings from outside.

• Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile 
organic compounds (VOC) can contribute 
to the formation of haze that obscures 
distant views.

• Other harmful substances such as 
dioxins and furans, polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and carbon 
monoxide.

http://www.metrovancouver.org/
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When Odour is More Than a Smell
Cannabis plants are known for their distinctive 
scent. This scent arises from the release of organic 
chemicals, known as VOC, from the plant. These VOC, 
and so the characteristic smell of cannabis plants, can 
be detected by humans at very low concentrations. 
What is less obvious is the adverse effect these air 
pollutants may have on air quality. 

The legalization of cannabis in October 2018 led to 
increased interest in cannabis production in the Metro 
Vancouver region. Several facilities have been licenced 
by Health Canada or are going through the licencing 
process to produce cannabis. This could potentially  
increase VOC in our air if emissions from production 
operations are not adequately controlled. An increase 
in VOC in our region could lead to increases of 
ground-level ozone and fine particulate matter. 

Metro Vancouver is looking at how to mitigate the 
potential impact of VOC produced by cannabis plants 
on air quality. In July 2018 the Odour Management 

Policy Development Plan highlighted the need to 
consider developing an emission regulation bylaw for 
cannabis production operations, which would involve 
receiving input from the public during a period of 
consultation. (See page 13 for some ideas about how 
you can participate in consultation activities.) In the 
meantime, Metro Vancouver is directing new cannabis 
production operations to apply for site-specific air 
quality permits to authorize the controlled discharge 
of air contaminants.

Volatile organic compounds, or VOC, are organic 
chemicals found in the air. VOC can be man-made 
or natural. Plants release natural VOC – the aroma 
you smell in a pine forest is thanks to VOC – but 
even though they are naturally occurring, they can 
affect air quality. VOC contribute to the formation of 
ground-level ozone and fine particulate matter, both 
pollutants that can negatively impact our health.

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/air-quality/AirQualityPublications/GLOFactsheet.pdf
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Metro Vancouver makes decisions about air quality 
management that impact the region’s 2.5 million 
residents. We reach out to government organizations, 
businesses and the public for input on proposals for 
air quality and climate change management plans 
and strategies, new and modified bylaws and permits, 
and air quality monitoring. Public input can maximize 
the benefits of a project, minimize the impacts and 
provide new ideas for communities across the region. 

Public and community engagement can involve online 
surveys, open houses or advisory committees. The 
format of engagement depends on the needs of 

the project. For example, the Climate 2050 strategy 
requires high levels of public involvement because 
of its complexity, but an amendment to an emission 
regulation for a specific type of industrial activity 
would focus on seeking input from the industry 
affected.

Metro Vancouver also requires that all businesses that 
apply for new or amended air emission permits notify 
the public, as outlined in the BC Public Notification 
Regulation.  

Have Your Say in Caring for Our Air

By participating in Metro Vancouver’s engagement opportunities, anyone can contribute to decisions on 
projects or plans that affect them and their neighbourhoods. Here’s how you can get involved:   

• Sign up for a mailing list through the Metro 
Vancouver website to receive updates and meeting 
invitations on specific issues.

• Check our website for public notification of 
applications for permits.

• Follow ‘Metro Vancouver’ on Facebook,  
Twitter or YouTube.

• Read the agendas and minutes or attend the 
meetings of the Metro Vancouver Regional 
District Board and the Climate Action Committee.

• Email AQInfo@metrovancouver.org.
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http://www.metrovancouver.org/
mailto:AQInfo@metrovancouver.org
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Most of the time Metro Vancouver enjoys good air 
quality.  However, emergencies can strike at any time 
and air quality can deteriorate quickly. When an air 
quality emergency occurs, Metro Vancouver’s air quality 
staff work around the clock, liaising with emergency 
officials and local health authorities in an Emergency 
Operations Centre (EOC) to provide dependable 
information to the public.   

Metro Vancouver’s air quality monitoring network 
is positioned to measure air pollutants from 
emergencies within minutes and relay real-time data 
to our air quality experts. Staff actively monitor air 
quality and meteorological conditions and coordinate 
air quality information during the emergency to advise 
the public and health authorities when the amount of 
pollutants in the air reaches levels of concern. 

In the early morning hours of August 10th, 2018, a 
barge full of recycled vehicles on the Fraser River in 
Surrey caught fire. Smoke from the fire accumulated 
near the ground in New 
Westminster and Burnaby 
before sunrise, and then winds 
blew the plume into Vancouver, 
North Vancouver, Coquitlam and 
Port Moody. Metro Vancouver 
initiated federal emergency 
plume modelling which uses a 

sophisticated computer model to predict the location 
and movement of the air contaminants. We also 
worked with health authorities, including Fraser Health 
and Vancouver Coastal Health, to keep each other 
informed and advise the public on actions to take. 

As the impact of the emergency became more 
widespread, Metro Vancouver issued a region-wide 
air quality advisory that contained important health 
messaging.  Through media releases and social  
media the public received updates on the status  
of the emergency. Metro Vancouver participated  
in emergency operations until the fire was put  
out and air quality 
levels returned  
to normal.

When Air Quality Emergencies Strike
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Air Quality in 2018

Metro Vancouver generally has good air quality; 
however, residents experienced a record number of 
days with air quality advisories in 2018. Advisories 
were in place for a total of 22 days, with the longest 
advisory period lasting 14 consecutive days. In 2018, 
wildfire smoke transported from outside the region 
was the main issue, triggering 18 days of advisories. 
Unprecedented levels of fine particulate matter in the 
airshed were seen and ground-level ozone formation 
also appeared to be intensified by the smoke. 
Widespread exceedances of the air quality objectives 
for fine particulate matter and ozone were recorded at 
many stations in both the western part of the airshed 
and eastern locations (see pages 16 and 17).

Hot sunny weather in late July 2018 also increased the 
formation of ground-level ozone in our air, causing 
a four-day air quality advisory. This coincided with 
hazy skies due to smoke from wildfires in Siberia and 
Alaska. Local events, including a bog fire in Richmond, 
barge fires on the Fraser River, and wildfires near 
West Vancouver and Agassiz also caused air quality 
concerns in 2018.

Air Quality Trends

Regional trends charts (right) illustrate the change 
in average air quality across the region over time. 
Measurements from air quality monitoring stations are 
averaged to represent the outdoor air quality typically 
experienced in the region.

The average trends show that over the last decade 
most air contaminant levels have been improving, 
even while the region’s population has grown. The 
region’s air quality improvements are a result of 
continued emission reduction actions, which are 
expected to further reduce air contaminants, in the 
years to come (see pages 8 and 9). Metro Vancouver 
is also working on developing a new clean air plan to 
keep our air clean (page 1). 

For the most part, gas phase air pollutants continued 
to improve. Sulphur dioxide levels continued to 
decrease, mainly due to stricter requirements for low 
sulphur marine fuels. Peak ground-level ozone levels 
(not shown), which occur during summertime hot and 
sunny afternoons, are better now than in the 1980s 
and early 1990s. However, despite reductions in the 
pollutants that form ground-level ozone, average 
levels have increased, partly due to an increase in 
ozone formed outside Canada coming into our 
region.
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FINE PARTICULATE MATTER (PM2.5) IN 2018

Unprecedented amounts of wildfire smoke blanketed the region in 2018. The Canadian Ambient Air Quality 
Standard metric for fine particulate matter (PM2.5) averages PM2.5 levels from the two previous years and the 
current year to calculate if the standard in a given year was exceeded. Based on this short-term calculation, the 
standard was exceeded in 2018 at almost half of the monitoring locations across the region (see map above). 
Levels were below Metro Vancouver’s annual objective at all locations except for Hope and the Vancouver 
near-road monitoring station. Peak levels based on averages over 24 hours were worse than the short-term 
objective (25 μg/m3) at all stations in 2018. Widespread exceedances occurred in July, August and September 
due to wildfire smoke. Exceedances also occurred in October and November and are thought to be caused by 
outdoor burning and indoor residential wood burning.

GROUND-LEVEL OZONE IN 2018

The map above shows that in 2018, the Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard for ground-level ozone was 
achieved at all monitoring locations except Agassiz and Hope. There were more exceedances of Metro 
Vancouver’s short-term objectives in 2018 than usual. Metro Vancouver’s 8-hour objective (65 ppb) was 
exceeded for brief periods of time at more than two thirds of the monitoring locations across the region while 
the 1-hour objective (82 ppb) was exceeded at over half of the locations. In 2018 there were more ozone 
exceedances throughout the region due to pollutants that enhance ozone formation being carried in wildfire 
smoke plumes.
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SULPHUR DIOXIDE IN 2018

Sulphur dioxide was a tale of two stories in 2018. Average levels have continued to dramatically improve 
with all monitoring locations reporting less than 1 ppb, as seen on the map above. This is well below 
Metro Vancouver’s annual objective of 5 ppb. Peak levels of SO2 on the other hand, exceeded Metro 
Vancouver’s 1-hour objective (70 ppb) at two stations, including the near-road monitoring station in 
Vancouver and Capitol Hill in Burnaby. This is thought to be due to emissions from the oil refinery in 
Burnaby over 7 km away. Levels at all other SO2 monitoring stations were better than Metro Vancouver’s 
1-hour objective of 70 ppb throughout the year. 

NITROGEN DIOXIDE IN 2018

Nitrogen dioxide concentrations were better than Metro Vancouver’s long-term and short-term air quality 
objectives throughout 2018. Annual averages are shown above. More than half of the regional emissions of 
nitrogen oxides (which include nitrogen dioxide) come from transportation sources. The highest average 
nitrogen dioxide concentrations in the region are measured in highly urbanized areas near busy roads.
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Metro Vancouver operates a comprehensive air 
monitoring network of 31 stations spanning Metro 
Vancouver and the Fraser Valley.  This year, two 
specialized study stations were changed to long-term 
network stations.  They are:

• on Clark Drive in Vancouver, to measure near-road 
emissions

• in Pandora Park in Vancouver, to measure emissions 
near Burrard Inlet

Partnerships are key to making the network successful 
and keeping our air clean.   

Fraser Valley Regional District (FVRD) collaborates 
on reviews of the monitoring network, improvement 
planning such as additional stations or new 
measurements, and provides funding for stations 
operated within the FVRD.

Environment and Climate Change Canada provides 
instruments for some network stations, sample 
analysis and guidelines to ensure the data meet high 
performance standards. They also analyze weather 
patterns and how they might affect air quality, as well 
as help report the Air Quality Health Index (AQHI).

BC Ministry of Environment and Climate Change 
Strategy collaborates on technical matters, including 
training, and reporting the state of air quality in the 
Lower Fraser Valley airshed and achievement of air 
quality standards and objectives.

The Port of Vancouver, Vancouver Airport 
Authority, Parkland Refining and Trans Mountain 
Pipeline contribute funds to ensure that the 
monitoring network provides effective monitoring in 
communities near their facilities.

Where’s MAMU?

MAMU, our Mobile Air Monitoring Unit, is used for 
specialized studies in locations where there are no 
air monitoring stations, or to measure a specific 
pollutant. It can go where monitoring is needed 
and contains many of the same instruments as other 
stations. MAMU’s latest specialized study was on 
the North Shore on Tsleil-Waututh Reserve Lands.  
Since February 2018 it has monitored air quality and 
meteorology to better understand the levels of air 
pollutants in the area, such as sulphur dioxide from 
petroleum refining and marine vessels.  

Tools we use to issue an advisory

Metro Vancouver tracks air quality using our 
network of monitoring stations, and issues air 
quality advisories if pollutants reach levels of 
concern. There are also other tools we use:

• Data from satellites and smoke prediction 
models such as Firework and BlueSky help us 
check for smoke from wildfires

• Weather forecasts for Canada and the US allow 
us to assess conditions that could influence 
smoke or smog

• Discussions with experts from other agencies, 
including Environment and Climate Change 
Canada, BC Ministry of Environment and 
Climate Change Strategy and the Fraser Valley 
Regional District, ensure we are all aware of the 
full picture as conditions change

Information from stations, including when an 
advisory is in effect, can be found on AirMap.ca 
(page 20).

Network News:  
Caring for Our Air Together

http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/air-quality/emissions-monitoring/monitoring/current/Pages/default.aspx
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Measuring Fine Particulate Matter with 
Low-Cost Monitors

Routine air quality monitoring is mainly done by air 
quality agencies using ’gold standard’ instruments. 
While these instruments are reliable and accurate, 
they are large and expensive, so cannot be placed in 
every neighbourhood. Newly developed small low-
cost air quality sensors have created an explosion in 
the number and types of monitors available. Their 
price can make them accessible to anyone, and they 
can be set up almost anywhere. But how good are 
they? Researchers at the University of Northern British 
Columbia (UNBC) have been taking a closer look.

The PurpleAir PAII is a low-cost fine particulate matter 
(PM2.5) monitor. Thousands have been installed world-
wide, with over 150 across BC. UNBC researchers 
tested six of these sensors and found that readings 
correlated very well with government-run instruments. 
The average correlation – a measure of how well the 
sensor responds to changes in PM2.5 levels – was 
0.97 (1.00 is perfect) for 24-hour averages from the 
six sensors over 450 days. The average difference 

between the low-cost sensor and ’gold standard’ 
instruments was 9.3 µg/m3. But when sensor PM2.5 
readings are corrected by UNBC researchers to 
better match the ’gold standard’, the average error is 
reduced to 2.5 µg/m3.  

A map of all ’gold standard’ PM2.5 readings in BC 
alongside calibrated sensor readings is available at 
weather.unbc.ca/aqmap. Anyone wishing to have their 
PurpleAir monitor reading corrected and included on 
this map can contact UNBC through the web page. 

Low-cost sensors can help people understand 
air quality in their neighbourhood. In addition to 
accuracy, other issues to consider are: 

• Location: Sensors have to be installed properly in a 
well-ventilated outdoor location, away from nearby 
pollution sources. 

• Lifespan: Testing suggests that some sensors begin 
degrading and then fail after 1-2 years.

Comparison of ’gold standard’ daily average PM2.5 readings with six PurpleAir sensors in Prince George. Raw sensor values are on 

the left and corrected values are on the right. The unusual daily averages over 100 µg/m3 were from wildfire smoke in the summers 

of 2017 and 2018.

By Peter Jackson, UNBC     

Figure by: Brayden Nilson, UNBC

http://weather.unbc.ca/aqmap/
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What’s My Air Quality? 
Check out www.airmap.ca

 Real-time air quality measurements are on our website. AirMap displays air quality and weather data from the 
Lower Fraser Valley air quality monitoring network. This means you can find out what you are breathing now or 
see what air quality was like over the past month.

Here are two easy ways to see your air quality data.

Click on “Air 
Quality and 
Weather Across 
the Region”, 
and select an air 
pollutant, such 
as ozone.

The map shows 
you levels of 
ozone across 
the region. 

Click on a station 
on the map to 
display a chart 
like this. 

The chart shows 
you what you are 
breathing now.

Click on an air 
quality station.

Click on an air 
pollutant you’re 

concerned 
about, such as 
fine particulate 
matter (PM2.5). 

The colours 
indicate pollutant 

levels.

The chart shows 
pollutant levels 

compared 
to relevant 
air quality 

objectives.

1

2

3

A

B

C

Hover over the points on the 
chart to see concentrations for 
that day. You can also click Week 
or Month to see how your air 
quality has changed.
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Photo Contest 

Florence Ho

Nicolas Carbajales

Jan-Michelle Lemon

David Sheffield

Pete Hagens

The winner of the 2019 photo contest is Brendon Smith, whose photo is featured on the cover. Below are 
runner-up photos highlighting striking scenes from around the region. 

Congratulations and thank you to all those who submitted photos.

Brendon Smith
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If you have questions or comments about Caring for the Air,  
please contact us at AQinfo@metrovancouver.org or 604.432.6200.

Electronic copies of this and previous editions of Caring for the Air can be found on metrovancouver.org

http://www.metrovancouver.org/
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